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StealthAUDIT® for SQL

COMPREHENSIVE SQL AUDITING AND
MONITORING FOR SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE

Microsoft SQL Server often contains the most sensitive information within an organization

and is a prime target for attackers. With the ease in which SQL database instances can
spawn across datacenters and the Windows infrastructure as a whole, Database
Administrators (DBAs) require proactive and surgical insight into their entire SQL database
estate. This includes permissions, activity, data sensitivity, and configuration in order to

properly safeguard their organization’s and customer’s information.

As part of STEALTHbits’ comprehensive Data Access Governance suite for structured and

unstructured data, StealthAUDIT for SQL automates the process of understanding where
SQL databases exist, who has access to them, how they obtained access, who or what is
leveraging their access privileges, where sensitive information resides, and how each
database has been configured.

With visibility into every corner of Microsoft SQL Server and the Windows Operating System
it relies upon, organizations can proactively highlight and prioritize risks to sensitive data.
Organizations

can

automate

manual,

time-consuming,

and

expensive

processes

associated with compliance, security, and operations to easily adhere to best practices that

keep SQL Server safe and operational.
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360° VISIBILITY
StealthAUDIT for SQL provides complete visibility into everything that matters
most to the security of an organization’s SQL databases.
The ability to discover, collect, and analyze permissions, user and role
assignments, sensitive data, activity, critical configurations, and more are all
included in a single package, providing the most complete view into the state
and security of your SQL databases.

AUTOMATE DISCOVERY, SECURITY & COMPLIANCE
Remediating identified vulnerabilities and producing reports corresponding to
the myriad of compliance standards organizations are faced with is a daunting
task, all of which take time away from ensuring the availability of the critical
services SQL provides the business.
StealthAUDIT for SQL eliminates these hurdles by automatically discovering
SQL database instances, remediating conditions according to an organizations
specifications, and generating reports for auditors.

FLEXIBLE & EXTENSIBLE
As requirements evolve, so must the solutions your organization leverages to
get the job done.
StealthAUDIT for SQL provides a comprehensive out-of-the-box experience with
preconfigured audit routines and reports, however, these collections and views
only scratch the surface in terms of what StealthAUDIT can do. Powerful data
collectors, analysis modules, PowerShell and SQL exits, and robust reporting
facilities allow StealthAUDIT for SQL to address today’s and tomorrow’s
requirements for the ultimate return on investment.

RAPID DEPLOYMENT & MINIMAL OVERHEAD
Eliminating unnecessary overhead and expediting time to value, StealthAUDIT
for SQL gets the job done without any agent deployments.
Leveraging standard Microsoft protocols and APIs, StealthAUDIT for SQL
connects to and communicates efficiently with the whole of your organizations’
Microsoft SQL estate, remaining lightweight for rapid installation and
deployment without adversely affecting critical system processes.

Identify Threats. Secure Data. Reduce Risk.
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AUTOMATED SQL INSTANCE DISCOVERY

Automate discovery to ensure all collections and monitoring functions are targeted at your
entire SQL estate.

SQL ACTIVITY MONITORING
Monitor every event within every database and instance, with specific views on events in
databases containing sensitive information.

SQL ACCESS & PERMISSIONS AUDITING
Understand and track control, database, public, schema, and server permissions at the
deepest levels, along with surgical views into user and role assignments like Administrator
access, server principals, and more.

SENSITIVE DATA DISCOVERY
Discover sensitive data at any level, including table and column names, row values, and
more. Additionally, tune sensitive data searches with modifiable controls that adjust
confidence intervals and the criteria being searched for.

PRECONFIGURED REPORTING
Hit the ground running with preconfigured reports focused on Users and Roles, Sensitive
Data, Permissions, Configuration, and Activity.

WORKFLOW COMPOSITION
Leverage the full power of the StealthAUDIT platform to automate processes in their
entirety, including integration with 3rd party solutions and internal workflows, soliciting
end user feedback, and more.

TOXIC CONDITION IDENTIFICATION
Automatically identify “toxic” conditions like Public permissions, SQL authentication and
xp_cmdshell enablement, reused passwords, and unused permissions.
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TOP USE CASES

Sensitive Data Discovery

Compliance Reporting
(GDPR, HIPAA, ITAR, etc.)

Best Practices Assessment & Adherence

Stale Database Identification & Clean-up

Least Privilege Access Evaluation

Sensitive Data Access & Activity Monitoring

Forensic Investigations

Configuration Baseline Analysis

(Database Activity Monitoring)

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS
Microsoft SQL (on-premises):

Microsoft SQL (on Azure Virtual Machines):



SQL Server 2008 R2



SQL Server 2008 R2



SQL Server 2012



SQL Server 2012



SQL Server 2014



SQL Server 2014



SQL Server 2016



SQL Server 2016



SQL Server 2017



SQL Server 2017

STEALTHbits Technologies is a cybersecurity software company
focused on protecting an organization’s sensitive data and the
credentials attackers use to steal that data. ©2017 STEALTHbits
Technologies, Inc. DS-SQL-1017
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